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“Nothing matters more than stopping, 
listening and responding positively to young 

children” 
Julie Fisher, Education Adviser, Oxford Brookes University

Meaningful
interaction

Give time Engage Listen Respond

Interactions are profoundly important for supporting and 

extending children's learning. Regular meaningful interactions 

can help develop children’s skills in thinking, reasoning, 

explaining, persuading and language development. 



“ No brain is the same; no brain is the best. Each brain finds its 
own special way”

Psychiatrist Edward Hallowell.

Your child may 

do it differently, 

we embrace 

and welcome 

individuality.

Unique Child

https://drhallowell.com/meet-dr-hallowell/biography/


It’s good to share 👍

We’re all on a 

unique 

(learning) 

journey

….

Unique Adult

Work-life 

experiences

Knowledge 

from books, 

TV, internet

Home-life 

experiences

Older 

children

Your well-being matters too 💚



English SPAG

 Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 



Outline of session

Information about curriculum 

Activity with children (after which, 
the children will go back to class)

Summary and evaluation



Aims

 To see what the children will be taught 

this year

 To complete an activity with your child to 

support their learning and have fun 

 To know how to support your child at 

home



Glossary of terms 

 Check your cheat sheet! 

 Keep it handy for homework

 “Let’s find out together” – if you are 

unsure check together



Glossary of terms 

 Noun - a naming word for things, animals, 
people, places and feelings.

 Pronoun - a word used instead of a noun 
e.g. I, you, he, she, it.

 Adjective - word which describes a noun, 
e.g. shiny, fragrant. 

 Adverb – a word which describes how a 
verb action is being carried out, e.g. 
noisily, very. It can also refer to frequency 
e.g. he seldom goes… 



Glossary of terms 

 Preposition – a linking word in a sentence, 

used to show where things are in time or 

space. For example, ‘under’, ‘after’, ‘next’, 

‘behind’. 

 Fronted adverbial - Words or phrases 

used at the beginning of a sentence. For 

example, ‘With a happy smile, she skipped 

into the room’. 





Word
I  can

recognise the difference between 

plural and possessive -s

use standard English in  

speech and writ ing

Sentence
I  can

add adjectives, nouns and 

prepositions to give more detail

use fronted adverbials

Text
I  can

use paragraphs to organise my ideas

choose appropriate pronouns or  

nouns to help my writ ing flow

Punctuation
I  can

use inverted commas and other  

punctuation to indicate direct speech

use apostrophes to show plural possession

use commas after fronted adverbials

I  can talk about my work 

using these words

pronoun determiner

possessive pronoun

adverbial

Year 4

Vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation

visit twinkl.com



What to do at home

Play plural and possessive game

from today's session

Read Read Read!!



Plural and Possessive 









Plural possession 



Plural and Possessive Game  

 Make your counters

 Cut out the cards

 Decorate your board game

 Take it in turns to pick up a card and say whether its plural 
or possessive 

 If it’s possessive, can you put the ’ in the right place

 If you are right, roll the dice and move your counter 



Park Life activity 

 Once you finish the game, complete the 

sentence writing activity, if not - take it 

home! 

 When they are thinking about the 

possession of the noun, it is helpful to talk 

about what belongs to the noun e.g. the 

flavour of the ice cream, the cone, the 

sprinkles etc. 



What to do at home 

Find examples of these in texts 

you read e.g. fiction, non-fiction, 

magazines, recipes etc.

Give your child a noun and ask 

them to add an adjective 



What to do at home

READ READ READ!!

Find examples of these in texts you read e.g. 

fiction, non-fiction, magazines, recipes etc.

Read out loud using 

expression



Activities  

All these suggestions and games 
are consolidation activities

Helping your children to practice 
the skills they learn at school 

Building fluency and confidence 



Plural and Possessive Game  

 Make your counters

 Cut out the cards

 Decorate your board game

 Take it in turns to pick up a card and say whether its plural 
or possessive 

 If it’s possessive, can you put the ’ in the right place?

 If you are right, roll the dice and move your counter 



Online resources 

 BBC Bitesize 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/zhrrd

2p

 Top Marks https://www.topmarks.co.uk/

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/zhrrd2p
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/


Evaluation 

Please fill in an evaluation 

form before you go. 

Thank you very much for 

your time ☺


